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Whats Right With Islam Is
Rozina Islam: Journalism Vs the Colonial
hangover of official secrecy
The rest as you know is history. We are
this way because King Farouk was right
about us. Most Pakistanis believe that
Islam was born on 14 August 1947. They
won’t say or even consciously know it ...
Kyrie Irving’s conversion to
Islam shows his commitment to
life beyond basketball
During Ramadan, Islam’s holy
month when nearly 2 billion ...
He just opened up when he felt
it was right to do so. That
authenticity, just as much as
the honesty of his words,
manifested the ...

Islam was not born on 14 August 1947
of illustrious parents Khan Bahadur Sirajul
Islam and Rahat Ara Begum. His mother was
a renowned person in her own right—a writer
of short stories in Urdu. At the age of 11, he
was awarded a ...
Whats Right With Islam Is
It would seem that MBS has come out in favor of
the reform of Islam, when he stated ... but these
things change over time and are different right
now.” This is like saying that Saudi Arabia ...
Ceasefire In Israel-Gaza Conflict: What's Next?
“It is never possible to express KZ Islam and his
contribution to the cricket of the country in a few
lines." Sajjadul continued, "He is a legendary
figure in Bangladesh cricket. He was the right man
...

How Maulana Wahiduddin Khan
rescued Islam from political utopians
The Army is under fire from Muslim civil
rights groups and advocacy organizations
that say the Pentagon is promoting anti-
Islam “bigotry” with a recent news article
that tells the story of an ...
Mohammed Bin Salman attempts to reform Islam
Technology entrepreneurs such as Moyn Islam,

Monir Islam and Ehsaan Islam, with their disruptive
enterprise, BE, see new-age technology not merely
as a minor tactical fix but are harnessing it as ...

What is happening in Jerusalem and
Gaza?
Rozina Islam, a senior journalist at
Bangladesh's most influential newspaper
who was known for unearthing graft in the
health sector, was probably feeling a sense
of relief when she was entering the ...
Kamal Ziaul Islam: A legend in his own time
The true Sufis claim it as the real Islam. The
literalists shun it as a ... There is a universal
consciousness right from an atom to a human
being. There is no dead matter. The intensity of ...
Converting to Islam cost me family, friends
and a job – but I don’t regret it for a second
He tried to rescue his faith from the clutches of
political utopians who read into Islam a
complete political system “The ideology
behind present-day terrorism is that, Islam
being a political ...
Halal-Certified CBD Company Merges Islam
With Hemp
The thumbnail image and eight-word title
promoting the video indicated Robinson was
assaulted by a Black man outside a train
station. Then, in the video, Robinson punched
the man in the jaw, ...
Sufism — the misunderstood Islam
The Turkish-German human rights lawyer and
advocate for progressive Islam has been unable
to move freely for 15 years because of death
threats. “I’m surprised people feel so
frustrated over ...
The Founders Are Redefining the Future Of
Work With Innovative Solutions
A ceasefire in the conflict between Israel and
Palestinian militants in the Gaza Strip,
controlled by Islamist group Hamas, came into
effect early Friday after 11 days of airstrikes
and rocket fire.
KZ Islam, a major builder of Bangladesh
cricket
And so far, only one company has officially
passed the halal check in the United States.
Made in accordance with Islamic rites,
HalalCBD gummies, tinctures and topicals
could open the door to a new ...
Feeding hate with video: A former alt-right
YouTuber explains his methods
What to make of new UFC lightweight
champion Charles Oliveira? How come

Georges St-Pierre isn’t allowed to box Oscar
De La Hoya?
KZ Islam, the man, the legend
Tuesday began with reports of 24 dead in the
Gaza Strip after a night of Israeli airstrikes.
Among the dead are nine children, according
to Gaza’s Ministry of Health, and 15 Hamas
militants, according ...
Inside Facebook's Meeting with Palestinian
Officials Over Posts Inaccurately Flagged
as Incitement to Violence
Senior Facebook executives apologized to
the Palestinian Prime Minister after
complaints that Palestinian posts were
being blocked on the platform, a diplomat
told TIME.
Seyran Ate?: ‘I’m not a traitor – I’m
fighting for progressive Islam’
Right now the youthful music craftsman ...
"I'm attempting to accomplish something other
than what's expected," said Tahmid Islam
Some of these music recordings are done.
More work is going ...
U.S. Army, Muslim civil rights groups at odds
over Islam-to-Christianity conversion story
Islam was the navigator of a ship that was
unaware of its destiny and potential.
Bangladesh cricket was endowed with the right
man at the right time to be led. He got
involved with cricket ...
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